Summarized Agenda

Wednesday, 1 July:

20:00  Formal Welcoming Remarks
       Kate English, Associate Director, EIHR

20:15  Watchers of the Sky presentation
       Elizabeth Bohart, Executive Producer

Thursday, 2 July:

9:00   Opening: Why are we here? What do we plan to accomplish?
       EIHR Staff

10:00  How we got here: Overview of the Holocaust & Contemporary Mass Atrocities
       Lisa Adeli, Project Coordinator for the Balkans, EIHR

10:45  Teaching Guidelines & Warning Signs of Mass Atrocities: discussion and analysis
       EIHR Staff

12:30  EIHR Rwanda Aegis Trust & the Kigali Genocide Memorial
       Aimable Mpayimana, Director of Education, EIHR Rwanda

13:30  Strengths and Challenges in Bosnia
       EIHR Staff

14:45  World Café discussion: What to do and how to do it in Bosnia?
       EIHR Staff

15:45  Status Check: Q&A, “who’s not in the room?” & other considerations.
       EIHR Staff

19:00  Some Were Neighbors presentation
       Kristin Thompson, Program Coordinator, USHMM

Friday, 3 July:

9:00   Next Steps: Planning for the 2016
       EIHR Staff

11:00  Program Evaluation

11:30  Lunch, Concluding Remarks
       Kate English, Associate Director, EIHR